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translations as semantic mirrors Disambiguation by Translation

Semantic ambiguities become visible in translation
• Look , I hate plum jam .
• Jag avskyr plommonsylt .

• It doesn’ t break , jam , or overheat .
• Den går inte sönder , fastnar eller överhettar aldrig .
• If you get into a jam , you can call me . 
• Om du hamnar i knipa , kan du ringa mig .
• Prepare to jam with the bearded clam . 
• Förbered dig på att festa med klanen .
• This is our jam , ladies . - 
• Det är vår låt , damer .
• Seems like you got yourself in a jam , huh ? 
• Du har hamnat i en riktig smet , va ?

Natural Language Understanding

Research Question:
Can we use translations as implicit supervision    
to learn meaning representations?

Hypothesis:
Increasing linguistic diversity 
improves abstraction

Impact:
Human-like reasoning, meaningful translations, AI

Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
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Data-Driven Machine Translation

Hmm, every time he sees 
“banco”, he either types 
“bank” or “bench”  but if 
he sees “banco de ”,
he always types “bank”, 
never “bench” 

Man, this is so boring.

Translated documents
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variation enforces 
stronger abstraction

Language-independent 
semantic representations

•Interpretable?
•Semantic reasoning?
•Interlingua?

Pilot Study: Can we scale up NMT?
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Multilingual and “Zero-Shot” MT

        aln   bar   bre   chu   eng   fao   fry   glv   hns   isl ...

  aln        0.02  0.06  0.00  8.20  0.00  0.10  0.00  0.00  0.00 
  bar                          5.91                                                                                    
  bre                          7.13                                                                                    
  chu                          7.22                                                                                    
  eng  2.62  1.92  2.24  1.76        5.91  2.49  0.90  2.48  2.65  
  fao                         11.35                                                                                    
  fry                         11.10                                                                                    
  glv                          7.47                                                                                    
  hns                          6.70                                                                                    
  isl                          9.75                                                                                    Fail

!
Test on heldout data (1000 Bible verses), BLEU scores in %

source
language

target language



Indo-European Languages Only (42)

        aln   bar   bre   chu   eng   fao   fry   glv   hns   isl  ...

  aln        2.95  4.75  3.77 17.38  8.63  5.38  4.27  4.00  5.52
  bar  3.73        4.19  2.90 13.99  7.00  4.85  3.98  3.60  4.79
  bre  1.26  0.66        1.63  9.72  1.36  0.00  2.41  1.29  1.25
  chu  7.36  3.54  4.97       20.10  9.48  7.78  4.93  4.09  6.18                  
  eng 11.49  6.44  5.46  7.93       13.77 14.08  5.38  5.60  9.48
  fao  6.08  3.27  4.32  4.79 18.82        7.13  4.68  4.28  7.50                                                      
  fry  5.36  2.18  4.29  3.96 18.58  7.89        4.29  3.11  5.24                                                      
  glv  1.05  0.54  2.45  2.03  9.28  0.34  0.56  1.41  1.57                                                      
  hns  3.10  1.46  3.24  1.54  7.87  4.83  3.13  3.22        3.38                                                      
  isl  4.54  1.97  4.19  3.26 14.51  8.61  4.49  4.51  3.79
  ...

Well, kind of interesting ...

Emerging Language Space: Batch 0

(PCA)
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Emerging Language Space: Batch 30

(PCA)

Language Space of 972 Languages

Rough clusters of language families

(t-SNE plot)

Natural Language Understanding

Score paraphrased sentences, example data: Tatoeba

I will be back soon.
I'll be back in a wink.

I will be back soon.
I'll be back right away.

Are you sure?
Do you think so?

Hurry up.
Make haste.

So what?
Then what?

That is intriguing.
That’s interesting.

I am curious.
I want to know.

Beauty lies in the eyes of the one who sees.
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

What... you still don't know how to drive?
What? You don't know how to drive a car yet?

It is necessary for you to stop smoking.
You must quit smoking.

You have no one but yourself to blame.
You have no one to blame but yourself.

What would you do in my place?
If you were in my place, what would you do?

Misfortunes never come singly.
It never rains, it pours.

Natural Language Understanding

Hypotheses: Diversity in training increases abstraction

English - X - English models based on Bible translations:
(1) Model from English Bibles with single French translation
(2) Model from all English-French translation variants (32+18)
+ English-English translation variants
+ English / French - Frisian / Serbian - English / French

Size of training data:

       711,116 eng-fra(newworld)
    10,957,890 eng-fra
    50,918,996 eng-fra + eng-eng
    51,630,150 eng-fra + eng-eng + fry-eng
    52,062,766 eng-fra + eng-eng + srp-eng



English Paraphrase Perplexity
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Translation of English-French Test Sets

English - French

eng-fra.newworld.eng.fra.eval:    BLEU = 30.27
eng-fra.allnewworld.eng.fra.eval: BLEU = 25.59
eng-fra-.eng.fra.eval:            BLEU = 23.54
eng-fra-+eng.eng.fra.eval:        BLEU = 23.41
eng-fra-+eng+fry.eng.fra.eval:    BLEU = 23.53
eng-fra-+eng+slv.eng.fra.eval:    BLEU = 23.54
eng-fra-+eng+srp.eng.fra.eval:    BLEU = 23.62

French - English

eng-fra.newworld.fra.eng.eval:    BLEU = 36.13
eng-fra.allnewworld.fra.eng.eval: BLEU = 35.32
eng-fra-.fra.eng.eval:            BLEU = 30.83
eng-fra-+eng.fra.eng.eval:        BLEU = 30.57
eng-fra-+eng+fry.fra.eng.eval:    BLEU = 29.53
eng-fra-+eng+slv.fra.eng.eval:    BLEU = 30.55
eng-fra-+eng+srp.fra.eng.eval:    BLEU = 29.71
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Conclusions

Translational grounding
• translations as semantic mirrors
• use linguistic diversity to find better abstractions
• multilingual encoder-decoder model

Interpretation and evaluation
• What do we learn?
• Can we use it for semantic reasoning?
• Can we do “interlingua-based” neural MT?

 

Dissemination
- publications
- workshops

- software
- open data

The FoTran Project (starting next year)

task-oriented
evaluation

sub-project 1:
modeling/development

What is the
best model and how 

can we optimize 
learning?

sub-project 2:
interpretation

What do the 
representations 
cover and how?

sub-project 3:
semantic reasoning

sub-project 4:
multilingual MT

Can we approach 
human-like 
reasoning?

Can we see an 
emerging 

interlingua?

Envisioned Outcomes

learning and interpreting
semantic sentence representations

multilingual machine translation

human-like
language understanding

minimum

maximum

Novel models for ...
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